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Introduction 
For this project, I have acted as the Scenic Designer, Lighting Designer, Costume 
Designer, Dramaturge, and tracked the budget of Christopher Shinn’s The Coming World. This 
project has entailed creating a scenic, lighting, and costume design, doing background research 
on the world of the play, creating all paper work and models necessary for each design, as well 
as recording the cost of all the materials that would be bought for the show. As a Scenic 
Designer, I needed to come up with the idea for the set, keeping in mind the budget and making 
sure it was something that was physically possible. I also needed to think about the needs of the 
lighting designer so that they would be able to light what I gave them and it would not look bad. 
Additionally, I had to think about what I wanted the props to look like without clashing with the 
set or the costumes. I was required to produce a ground plan, section view, white model, final 
model, and props images. As a Lighting Designer, I needed to come up with what lights would 
be used for the show and how they should be hung. I also needed to decide where they would be 
plugged in and how they would be patched into the board so they could be written into light 
cues. I needed to decide when the light cues were happening and what happened with each light 
change. I was required to produce a section view, light plot, instrument schedule and channel 
hookup. As a Costume Designer, I needed to research the time period and find clothing that 
would allow me to create costume that fit not only the characters but also the right time they 
lived in. I also needed to design the make-up. I needed to produce costume renderings, fabric 
swatches, and make up worksheet for Dora. As a Dramaturge I researched the world of the play 
and made sure that all elements of the play worked with the time and place within the script. The 
budget would normally be done by a Technical Director or Production Manager. I simply tracked 
how much money I would spend on this show rather than limiting myself for this show. In order 
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to do this I had to guess how the set would be built and figure out how much lumber and other 
materials were needed. This is also typically the job of the Technical Director. I did not carry out 
any other duties of either the Technical Director or the Production Manager for this project.  
It should be noted, this show is NOT actually being produced. It will be a design only. 
The finished project will be all information that a production team would need to put on the 
show here at BGSU in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre if it were to be done for real. However, the 
construction and performance of the play are not a part of this project. This project has been 
created using the parameters of the Eva Marie Saint theatre on the Bowling Green State 
University campus. I chose this theatre because of its intimate setting and the ability of the small 
cast to really connect with the audience. This is a black box theatre that is a flexible space. It can 
be set up as any seating configuration a designer chooses. For this show I have set up the theatre 
with seating on two sides and the set primarily in the opposite corner. The actors also have the 
space in the middle of the room creating a sort of modified thrust stage. Being a smaller space, 
another issue is seating. The minimum amount of seats for Eva shows is 70. With a set as large 
as the one I’ve created, manipulating the seats to create enough seating was a challenge.  The 
space also has a gallery on three sides that is used for lighting storage and technical needs. This 
presents a small challenge because anything taller than 10 feet must fit inside of this gallery. 
Additionally, the space has a tension grid and no flyable line sets as a proscenium theatre would. 
There is one pipe, which I have used for a cyc for this show. I have used all venue and 
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Synopsis and flow of the show: 
Christopher Shinn’s The Coming World takes place on a beach and spans a few months of time 
in 2001. The spot is a favorite of Dora’s and she seems to spend a lot of time there. It is secluded, 
or at least there is never a mention of anyone else around. This play is about Dora and her 
boyfriend Ed. It begins with the two of them about to go out for the night and meet Ty, Ed’s twin 
brother. This scene is performed at twilight. There is a blackout between scenes as actors reset 
their places. In the next scene, several weeks have passed and Ed and Dora are now broken up. 
They discuss Ed’s debts and the situation he has gotten himself into. Ed asks Dora if he may rob 
her while she is working alone to get the money he needs from the store she works at. She 
refuses to help him with this. This scene is performed at midnight. It seems that Ed called Dora 
out late to see her and to discuss his situation with her.  
At the end of this scene there is an intermission to allow for costuming needs. At this 
point Ed must take off a hat and add an over shirt to become Ty. Dora must get into her bruise 
makeup and her brace glove.  
In the third scene, more time has passed and Dora has been injured in a brutal robbery 
while she was working. This time, Ed’s brother Ty approaches her and discusses Ed’s suicide 
with her. We learn that Ed was indeed the one who robbed and injured Dora, then since he 
regretted it so much he went to confess it to his brother, then shot himself later that night. In this 
scene, Ty and Dora begin to fall for each other, but both realize it is wrong. This scene is 
performed in the wee hours of the morning. It is intended to be many hours after Ed’s viewing. 
Neither Dora nor Ty attended but neither kept their minds off of it. This is why they now meet so 
late. Here there is a blackout for Dora to leave the set and quickly get her injury makeup wiped 
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off by a crewmember. In the final scene, Ty and Dora meet at the beach one final time to discuss 
moving on and Dora seeks closure from her fear that Ed’s death was her fault. The play ends 
with Ty convincing Dora that it was not her fault and the two also settle that they are only 
friends. This scene happens at daybreak. It signifies the hope of a new day and moving on for 
both of the characters.  
  
Scenic Design 
The scenery is fairly simple with a raked area of beach that has sand and large gray crag-y rocks. 
The rake is 16 inches at its highest and zero inches at its lowest. The large rocks will provide 
obstacles and seats. The ocean will be created by light and always be present. The props in this 
show are minimal, but will be chosen based on what the objects would look like in the late 90s to 
early 2000s.  
To design this show, I began with where my imagination took me when I first read the script. I 
pictured a beach behind a beach house that felt like a private or secluded part of the shore. As I 
began to research and even visit the east coast, I formed a more solid idea of how the beach 
should look. I eliminated the house because as I reread the script it became more apparent to me 
that this beach wasn’t Dora’s backyard as I originally imagined. It was more of a neutral ground 
that she finds relaxing. So I created what I feel is a realistic looking beach setting and I put the 
cyc in to help me signify the sky and to give me the ability to show different times of the day 
without set change. From the beginning I imagined the flowing water lighting effect being a 
large part of the scenery. I first built the white model so that I would be able to look at and 
physically play with the elements I wanted on stage. I created the raked stage and many rocks. 
The largest rock, which is down right on the stage, is a large flat area for sitting. Many of the 
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rocks would be able to support someone sitting on them, but this one would be the primary seat 
or obstacle for the actors to use as a purpose for moving about the stage.  Next, I drew the ground 
plan and section view in Vectorworks. In order to do this, I had to teach myself how to use the 
complicated software. I had help from online boards, mentors, and advisors, but was primarily 
learning by doing, searching, and trying. Once I was solidified on the design digitally, I built the 
final model which included modifications from the white model. To do this I duplicated the 
rocks I had in the white model, painted them, and made the texture substance and applied all of 
this to the model. As I worked with the model I realized it was unrealistic to have seating on 
three sides of the room as the South wall was really to close to the set to be realistic for getting 
patrons to the seats and having them see the show well. After making this decision I went back 
and changed the digital plans to match. I also researched and found images of what I wanted the 
show props to look like. The following images show the ground plan, section view, white model, 
final model, paint elevations, and prop visual morgue 
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This is the ground plan for the set. It shows the placement for the 72 seats as well as the set from an 
aerial view. The curved line across the center is the waterline where the sand texture will stop and the 
light effect will begin. 
 
 
This is the section view of the scenery. It shows the set as if the room had been cut down the 
centerline and viewed from stage right. This is done to give an idea of any flown objects and for 
the benefit of the lighting designer, as it allows them to be able to measure what types of lights 
 
The above two photos show the white model that I created for this set. I created this 
set as one of the first parts of the scenic design to have physical objects to play around 
with and to manipulate to create the look I wanted. White models also give directors 
and early idea of what obstacles or furniture they have to use as they block their show. 
  
This is the final model of the set. It depicts how I want the colors to 
look and shows the cyc in the background. It also shows how I 
changed the seating around and lowered the rake from the white 
model to the final.  




These are the paint elevations they are instructions and color samples that 
a scenic artist could use to create the right color and match the model. 




This phone would be the cell that Dora pulls out of her purse in the final scene. It is 




This would be the purse that I would choose for Dora to carry. The pattern comes from 
about 2 years before the story takes place, and I think this purse could be worn to look 
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This is what I would want the pill bottle Dora uses to look like. It would have tic tacs 




This is the portable CD player I have chosen for Ty. It fits the appropriate time period, 
and is a nice model that I think fits him as an adult male with what seems like a good job. 
https://static.bhphoto.com/images/images250x250/1439230840000_751722.jpg  
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This is the CD player I have chosen for Dora. Hers is a little older in comparison to Ty’s 
and it is less sleek. I think this fits her because she has a lower class job than Ty, and it 
seems that as she has struggled and also been helping out Ed, she would not have as 
much available money to spend on herself. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CD_player 
 
This is what the 10 one-dollar bills would look like. 
https://cdn.instructables.com/F2B/HTWP/GO14QGHK/F2BHTWPGO14QGHK.MEDIU
M.jpg 
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Lighting Design 
For lighting, the overall atmosphere will feel like evening in the first scene, night in the 
second scene, late night hours for the third, then daybreak for the final. There will also be 
lighting effects to create the water of the ocean. This will be accomplished using warm 
and cool tones in source fours for the realistic lighting and levels will be set for each time 
of day. The environment will be lit fairly darkly, but the acting areas will definitely have 
front wash so the actors are not lost. To create the sky in its different settings, there will 
be 8 LED D60s aimed at white flats behind the cyc. This will create a bounce light effect 
that has better blending and less visible hot spots on the cyc itself. There will also be cyc 
lights aimed at the top of the cyc from just below the tension grid. To create this design, I 
first decided to create the water lighting effect and the cyc lights to enhance the setting 
and help put the audience into the right time and place. After this, I added enough front 
light hung in a McCandless style to be sure that the actors’ faces will still be lit and their 
actions visible regardless of the environment light around them. Since the show is taking 
place in mostly overnight scenes. The first thing I did for lighting was to find the fixture 
that would create the water effect. I wanted to be sure it was possible, and reasonably 
priced. Next, I made the light cue sheet and looked through my gel swatch book to 
determine what color filters I would be using in the show. Next, I created the light plot 
based on what the cue needs are in the show. Then I created a section view to be sure that 
the lights I put on the plot would in fact cover the whole stage and they did. To do these 
last two steps, I again needed to be able to use Vectorworks and I taught myself even 
more about the lighting section of the program. I also used Beamwright to choose my 
lighting fixtures and I learned Lightwright to be able to create the instrument schedule 
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and channel hookups. Below are the light cue sheet, light plot, section view, channel 
hookup, instrument schedule and a link to the video of how the ocean effect works. 
CUE SHEET 
CUE # When  PAGE # WHAT Description LENGTH GEL 



































































































Deeper cyc  










21 B/O All out 3 sec None 
























10 sec None 
9 House 
out 
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17 End of 
show 
36 Blackout B/O 5 seconds None 
18 Curtain 
Call 


























the same as 
18 




A lighting designer uses a cue sheet to plan out when lighting changes should happen and 
to write down an idea of what the change should look like. It also tells where in the script 
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This is the light plot for the show. It is used to plan out where the lights go in the space and which types 
of lights are used. It also notes where the light should be plugged in, how it should be programed into the 




This section view is used to draw the beam angles of the chosen light fixtures to make sure 
they will cover the whole space needed by the set. On my drawing each fixture shown has a 
different beam angle for clarity. The white rectangle represents a 6-foot tall person.  
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Channel Hookup Page 1 of 3
The Coming World paperwork.lw6
11/30/16
The Coming World paper...
Channel Position U# Type & Acc & Load Purpose Clr & Gb Dim Addr
(1) Under Booth Truss 1 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front cools R60 186
(2) Under Booth Truss 4 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front cools R60 183
(3) Under Booth Truss 7 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front cools R60 181
(4) Under Booth Truss 10 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front cools R60 189
(5) Under Booth Truss 13 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front cools R60 191
(6) Under Booth Truss 2 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front
Warms
R33 185
(7) Under Booth Truss 5 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front
Warms
R33 182
(8) Under Booth Truss 8 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front
Warms
R33 187
(9) Under Booth Truss 11 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front
Warms
R33 190
(10) Under Booth Truss 14 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front
Warms
R33 192
(11) Under Booth Truss 3 CE Source 4 36deg 575w Front cools R60 184
" 6 " " " "
(12) Under Booth Truss 9 CE Source 4 36deg 575w Front cools R60 188
" 12 " " " "
(21) Grid pipe 3 15 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front
Warms
R33 157
(22) Grid pipe 3 17 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front
Warms
R33 159
(23) Grid pipe 3 19 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front
Warms
R33 172
(24) Grid pipe 3 21 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front
Warms
R33 170
(25) Grid pipe 3 16 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front cools R60 158
(26) Grid pipe 3 18 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front cools R60 160
(27) Grid pipe 3 20 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front cools R60 171
Bowling Green State University / Lightwright 6 (1) thru (27)
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Channel Hookup Page 2 of 3
The Coming World paperwork.lw6
11/30/16
The Coming World paper...
Channel Position U# Type & Acc & Load Purpose Clr & Gb Dim Addr
(28) Grid pipe 3 22 CE Source 4 26deg 575w Front cools R60 169
(31) SR gallery beams 23 ADJ H20 250w ocean
effect
Blue 2/71
(32) SR Gallery Beam 24 ADJ H2O 250w Ocean
Water
Blue 2/74
(33) SL Gallery Beam 25 ADJ H2O 250w Ocean
Water
Blue 2/77
(34) SL Gallery Beam 26 ADJ H2O 250w Ocean
Water
Blue 2/80
(40) SL Boom 27 D60 Vivid SELO3580
161w
cyc lights 2/1
SR Boom 31 " " 2/41
(41) SL Boom 28 D60 Vivid SELO3580
161w
cyc lights 2/11
SR Boom 32 " " 2/51
(42) SL Boom 29 D60 Vivid SELO3580
161w
cyc lights 2/21
SR Boom 33 " " 2/61
(43) SL Boom 30 D60 Vivid SELO3580
161w
cyc lights 2/31
SR Boom 34 " " 2/61
(100) Drop down under
grid
A1 Ground Cyc Left 1kW cyc lights R80 97
" B1 " " " 101
" C1 " " " 105
" D1 " " " 109
" E1 " " " 113
Bowling Green State University / Lightwright 6 (28) thru (100)
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Channel Hookup Page 3 of 3
The Coming World paperwork.lw6
11/30/16
The Coming World paper...
Channel Position U# Type & Acc & Load Purpose Clr & Gb Dim Addr
(101) Drop down under
grid
A2 Ground Cyc Center 1kW cyc lights R397 98
" B2 " " " 102
" C2 " " " 106
" D2 " " " 110
" E2 " " " 114
(102) Drop down under
grid
A3 Ground Cyc Center 1kW cyc lights R59 99
" B3 " " " 103
" C3 " " " 107
" D3 " " " 111
" E3 " " " 115
(103) Drop down under
grid
A4 Ground Cyc Right 1kW cyc lights R11 100
" B4 " " " 104
" C4 " " " 108
" D4 " " " 112
" E4 " " " 116
Bowling Green State University / Lightwright 6 (101) thru (103)
A Channel Hookup is used by a lighting designer and/or master electrician to patch the 
channels in the board. It is arranged by channel number.  
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Instrument Schedule Page 1 of 4
The Coming World paperwork.lw6
11/30/16
The Coming World pap...
SL Boom
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Color & Gobo Chan Addr Dim
27 cyc lights D60 Vivid SELO3580 161w (40) 2/1
28 cyc lights D60 Vivid SELO3580 161w (41) 2/11
29 cyc lights D60 Vivid SELO3580 161w (42) 2/21
30 cyc lights D60 Vivid SELO3580 161w (43) 2/31
SR Boom
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Color & Gobo Chan Addr Dim
31 cyc lights D60 Vivid SELO3580 161w (40) 2/41
32 cyc lights D60 Vivid SELO3580 161w (41) 2/51
33 cyc lights D60 Vivid SELO3580 161w (42) 2/61
34 cyc lights D60 Vivid SELO3580 161w (43) 2/61
Bowling Green State University / Lightwright 6 SL Boom thru SR Boom
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Instrument Schedule Page 2 of 4
The Coming World paperwork.lw6
11/30/16
The Coming World pap...
Under Booth Truss
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Color & Gobo Chan Addr Dim
1 Front cools CE Source 4 26deg 575w R60 (1) 186
2 Front Warms CE Source 4 26deg 575w R33 (6) 185
3 Front cools CE Source 4 36deg 575w R60 (11) 184
4 Front cools CE Source 4 26deg 575w R60 (2) 183
5 Front Warms CE Source 4 26deg 575w R33 (7) 182
6 Front cools CE Source 4 36deg 575w R60 (11) 184
7 Front cools CE Source 4 26deg 575w R60 (3) 181
8 Front Warms CE Source 4 26deg 575w R33 (8) 187
9 Front cools CE Source 4 36deg 575w R60 (12) 188
10 Front cools CE Source 4 26deg 575w R60 (4) 189
11 Front Warms CE Source 4 26deg 575w R33 (9) 190
12 Front cools CE Source 4 36deg 575w R60 (12) 188
13 Front cools CE Source 4 26deg 575w R60 (5) 191
14 Front Warms CE Source 4 26deg 575w R33 (10) 192
SL Gallery Beam
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Color & Gobo Chan Addr Dim
25 Ocean Water ADJ H2O 250w Blue (33) 2/77
26 Ocean Water ADJ H2O 250w Blue (34) 2/80
SR gallery beams
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Color & Gobo Chan Addr Dim
23 ocean effect ADJ H20 250w Blue (31) 2/71
SR Gallery Beam
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Color & Gobo Chan Addr Dim
24 Ocean Water ADJ H2O 250w Blue (32) 2/74
Bowling Green State University / Lightwright 6 Under Booth Truss thru SR Gallery Beam
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Instrument Schedule Page 3 of 4
The Coming World paperwork.lw6
11/30/16
The Coming World pap...
Grid pipe 3
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Color & Gobo Chan Addr Dim
15 Front Warms CE Source 4 26deg 575w R33 (21) 157
16 Front cools CE Source 4 26deg 575w R60 (25) 158
17 Front Warms CE Source 4 26deg 575w R33 (22) 159
18 Front cools CE Source 4 26deg 575w R60 (26) 160
19 Front Warms CE Source 4 26deg 575w R33 (23) 172
20 Front cools CE Source 4 26deg 575w R60 (27) 171
21 Front Warms CE Source 4 26deg 575w R33 (24) 170
22 Front cools CE Source 4 26deg 575w R60 (28) 169
Bowling Green State University / Lightwright 6 Grid pipe 3




Instrument Schedule Page 4 of 4
The Coming World paperwork.lw6
11/30/16
The Coming World pap...
Drop down under grid
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Color & Gobo Chan Addr Dim
A1 cyc lights Ground Cyc Left 1kW R80 (100) 97
A2 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R397 (101) 98
A3 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R59 (102) 99
A4 cyc lights Ground Cyc Right 1kW R11 (103) 100
B1 cyc lights Ground Cyc Left 1kW R80 (100) 101
B2 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R397 (101) 102
B3 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R59 (102) 103
B4 cyc lights Ground Cyc Right 1kW R11 (103) 104
C1 cyc lights Ground Cyc Left 1kW R80 (100) 105
C2 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R397 (101) 106
C3 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R59 (102) 107
C4 cyc lights Ground Cyc Right 1kW R11 (103) 108
D1 cyc lights Ground Cyc Left 1kW R80 (100) 109
D2 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R397 (101) 110
D3 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R59 (102) 111
D4 cyc lights Ground Cyc Right 1kW R11 (103) 112
E1 cyc lights Ground Cyc Left 1kW R80 (100) 113
E2 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R397 (101) 114
E3 cyc lights Ground Cyc Center 1kW R59 (102) 115
E4 cyc lights Ground Cyc Right 1kW R11 (103) 116
Bowling Green State University / Lightwright 6 Drop down under grid
The instrument schedule is the same information as a channel hookup. However, it is 
organized by location, making it more helpful when hanging lights or when needing to figure 
out which channel you need if you aren’t sure.  
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The costumes will also be based on average clothes from the 90s and 00s. I imagine the colors to 
be not so bright, but strong. I picture Dora in red stripes though faded and worn. Ed and Ty will 
wear t-shirts and jeans, though Ty will also have on an over shirt that pulls him together and 
makes him appear more together in life. Ed will have a backwards cap that goes with his 
costume. These will help differentiate the characters for the audiences. As a part of the design, 
there will be make up incorporated too. Dora must look severely beaten in scene three, and Ty 
must have a large abstract tattoo along with a Nipple ring. Dora’s make up and bruising as shown 
below must all be painted on and cannot be 3D in any way, because she must be able to quick 
change out of it between scenes three and four. I began by researching looks and trends of the 
late 1990s and early 2000s. I drew the figure renderings and then found fabric swatches that I 
used as a sample to color in the colors and patterns of the characters’ clothing. Next I created the 
tattoo design for Ty which was supposed to be geometric, organized and disorganized based on 
the script. Finally, I created the make up sheets for Dora during her injury scene and determined 
that it is possible for her to quick change out of the makeup with the help of baby wipes and 
wardrobe crew member to help.  Below are the costume renderings for each character, a close up 
of the tattoo design for Ty, and a make up sheet for Dora. 
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This worksheet is used by the actor and wardrobe crew to know what makeup to apply where 
on the actor’s face.  
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This worksheet is used to show where on the actor’s body make up or added pieces are 
needed for the injury scene.  
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Budget 
SCENIC BUDGET  
* This price only comes from The Bowling Green Wal-Mart website because Home Depot did 
not stock this item. 
 
LIGHTING BUDGET 
Item Individual Cost Quantity Total Cost 
ADJ H2O DMX 
PRO LIGHTS $340 4 $1360.00 
 
COSTUME BUDGET 
$200 for Misc. as most items should be available in stock.  
 
PROP BUDGET 
$60 for Misc. as most items should be available in stock 
 
GENERAL BUDGET 









Grand Total $3320.00 
Item Individual Cost Quantity Total Cost 
¾ BCX Plywood  $31.88  13 $414.44 
2x6 $4.55/8 feet 163 feet $95.55 
1x6 $5.32/10 feet 140 feet $74.48 
 Pavestone Play 
Sand $2.98 675 sq. ft. (18 bags) $53.64 
White Glue $15.00/gallon* 3 Gallons $45.00 
Plaster of Paris $10.98 1 (25 lb.) bag $10.98 
 1 ½ thick Pink 
Foam Sheets $24.25 12 sheets $291.00 
3M Spray Adhesive 
#77 $10.47 4 cans $41.88 
Glidden Paint $18.97 10 gallons $189.70 
Total - - 1,216.67 
Additional 15% 
for fasteners, misc. - - 182.50 
Grand Total - - 1,399.17 
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Visual Morgue 
The following images are all of my inspiration and reference images for this design. 
 
Scenic 
The following images are my initial research for what the beach would look like.I ended up 
drawing more inspiration from other pictures shown later, yet the color of the sand I used is 
shown here.  "New England in Summer." New England in Summer. Discover New England, n.d. 
Web. 18 Mar. 2016. 
Website Designed by Nancy Marshall Communications 
 





This rocky beach with a small little private area is precisely what I used for the shaping of my 
set. The rocks are something I wanted from the time I found this picture, yet I changed the style 
of the rock later.  
Spasevski, Jugoslav. A lighthouse with a rocky beach. Digital image. Tourist Destinations: 
Maine, New England. Tourist Destinations, 24 Jan. 2015. Web. 6 Apr. 2016. 
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This is an image I saved when I had been thinking of having a painted drop in the background 
that had a lighthouse off behind them. I ended up deciding this would not work and I preferred 
the more realistic sky cyc behind them.  
https://arranqhenderson.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/img_2587.jpg 
This picture 










This sculpture is what I created in the down right area of my stage. The largest rock surrounded 
by the smaller ones is intended to be a place to sit just like this.  
http://c8.alamy.com/comp/ADC6TA/sculptures-of-people-sit-amongst-rocks-on-a-beach-in-
southern-france-ADC6TA.jpg 
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All of the above images are photos from my vacation to Ocean City, MD. These rocks are the 
ones I drew my inspiration from. I also used the steep hill to the water in my set. I originally 
made it quite steep, but backed it down to a more reasonable walking grade since the actors must 
spend a lot of time on it.  
 





The above images depict the lighting instrument and the effect of the H20 dmx Pro light I intend 










This image portrays some of the color effects and streaky sky I want to portray on my cyc. 
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Costuming 
 This image was one of my early ideas for a 
shirt for Dora. It was the right time period, but I ended up not going with it because it seemed a 
little too trendy for a thirty something lower class person. 
"15 Unforgivable Moments From The Late '90s/Early '00s Chinese Fashion 
Trend." Dailomo.net. N.p., 01 Feb. 2016. Web. 15 Mar. 2016. 
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 This shirt I ended up 
choosing in terns of shape, but not in pattern. The pattern felt too loud and busy for the stage, but 
I liked the shape of the outfit.  
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This was also an early inspiration that I didn’t really go with. I used the three quarter length 
sleeve idea, but I made the pattern stripes, not flowers. 
  
This was another early inspiration piece from when I was looking to find a tank top for Dora.  
Caroline Goodall in the Princess Diaries. Digital image. MediaBang. MediaBang, n.d. Web. 5 
Apr. 2016. 
 




The man on the right is one of my original thoughts for Ed’s look. I ended up concluding that it 
was too heavy for the summer setting.  
D., Mr. Mike. Jinxy Cat Is in the Circle of Trust... Digital image. CCD NYC. Blogger, 21 Nov. 
2015. Web. 6 Apr. 2016. 
 This image is where I got the 
jeans for the characters. The jeans from this time were tighter to the leg, but definitely not yet 
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This was some of the 
inspiration behind the shoes I drew for the characters. They each pretty much have basic 
gymshoes that are black or white from 2001 http://skately.com/img/library/print/medium/circa-
footwear-spring-2001-collection-2001.jpg 
 This was my inspiration for Ty’s 
boxers. They look very similar to this pattern and color. 
http://www.tkmaxx.com/content/ebiz/tkmaxx/invt/6./Y./L./20019740/20019740_medium.jpg 
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This photo shows the 
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This image 
was another inspiration for Ed that once again matched the wrong season for what I actually 
wanted.  
This photo of my brother is from 2001, 
and his shirt is exactly what I had in mind for Ty’s over shirt that he leaves open. I matched this 
image to the best of my ability. 
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Conclusion 
 Reflecting on this project, I think that overall I enjoyed the process and am happy with 
the product. I achieved all of my initial goals including ones that I wasn’t sure I would do to a 
good enough standard.  
This process of course had some challenges. The biggest challenge was learning to use 
Vectorworks as I went through this process. I had originally intended to teach myself over the 
summer, then only have to apply it to my project. Due to my job and other constraints, I did not 
end up knowing Vectorworks when I started the project. This made the process slow at first, but 
as I picked up on how to use the software I was able to move fairly quickly. The other major 
challenge I faced was the self-pacing of the project. Since there really aren’t any hard deadlines 
as you go through the project, I was moving around my timeline a lot at first to account for other 
assignments that had closer due dates. I solved this by creating hard deadlines that I gave to my 
advisors and they enforced them so that I would be able to see each step as having a due date 
rather than one large due date at the end of the project. These two things are what I would change 
about my project if I were to do it again. I would learn the software in advance to make my 
project process faster if possible. Additionally, I would ask my advisors to help me enforce 
deadlines so that I am not too flexible with myself. A final challenge this design faces is the fact 
that there really is not much seating available for this show. I think the best way to solve that 
would be to shrink the beach area  or make it so that I could reasonably have a third section of 
seating on the south wall. 
I think one thing I did that greatly benefitted my project was re-reading and going back to 
the script every step of the way. I read the script from the perspective of each job before doing 
that section. I think that was a huge benefit because I was never basing my plans off of memory, 
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it was always directly off of the script. Another huge benefit was doing all of the jobs myself. 
This allowed for me to have all of the cooperation I needed for the designs to come together. 
However, in the real world, it is extremely unlikely that I would be the entire tech department 
alone. Despite this fact, doing all of these different jobs has been helpful to me for the real world 
because I have learned what the needs of each designer are and how I can most easily cooperate 
with them from any other design position. I am very glad to have learned to use Vectorworks and 
Lightwright as knowledge of both of these programs are very marketable skills I can add to my 
resume. In addition, the drawings and models I have done can be used in my portfolio as I go out 
into the world interviewing for jobs.  
My design evolved and changed as I delved deeper and deeper into the script and my 
research on meanings and the time the play was set in. Though my initial imagination is not what 
I ended up with, I am very happy with the result and I think in practice this show would not only 
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